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I, Penny Mordaunt, will say as follows: - 

1. I make this statement to assist the Inquiry to address matters of relevance to 
the Government's core political and administrative decision-making on Covid-
19 from 1 January 2020 to 24 February 2022. 

2. During that period, I held the position of Paymaster General (P MG") from 13 
February 2020 to 16 September 2021 and it is that position which I focus upon 
in this statement. (On 16 September 2021, 1 became Secretary of State for 
International Trade, and on 6 September 2022, I was appointed Leader of the 
House of Commons and Lord President of the Council). 

3. I have been assisted in making this statement by the Government Legal 
Department and Pinsent Masons LLP, 
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4. 1 was elected as the Member of` Parliament for Portsmouth North on 6 May 2010. 
My first ministerial role came in July 2014 when I was appointed Parliamentary 
Under-Secretary of State for the Department for Communities and Local 
Government, in which position I was responsible for coastal communities, local 
growth, high streets, town: centres and markets, enterprise zones, planning.:. 
casework and fire, resilience, and emergencies. During this time, I became`' 
familiarwith.Local Resilience Forums (' LRF's), local contingency and response..
plans, training, and operational structures. 

5. In May 2015,, l was appointed Minister of State he Armed Forces. In this role..
I was responsible ::for •armed forces activity moluding operations, operational 
legal matters, force generation and`international defence iengagement. This Was 
a,very busy period .for Defence. We conducted several substantial :exercises., 
particularly on the threat of terrorism. We dealt with considerable flooding 
issues, the aftermath of the Tunis attack, including medical evacuation and care 
of the bereaved through COBR, as well as the tail end of the: Government's: 
efforts on Ebola (Operation Gritrock).. I also chaired the EU Battle group and its 
exercises and chaired COBR exercising 

Where the MOD were 
the Lead 

Government Department. Tackling Increased migration and overseeing 
Operation Shader(raq and Syria):; were, major parts of my role. 

6. In July 2016 I was appointed as Minister of State for Disabled People; Health 
and Work. As Minister, I aimed to,improve support for..people with disabilities 
and health conditions and help more people into work and ensure that they were 
given every opportunity to succeed, "During my tenure I'took part in 'Exercise 
Cygnus. My role in that was largely to ensure the DWP`s.administrativesystems' 
could deal with the changes they needed to make and some aspects of the 
death management process. After Exercise. Cygnus had been conducted, I
asked Whitehall departments to do a 'deep dive' on their policies in relation to 
this type of scenario and disabled people. I.felt that .part .of any Minister's. 
preparation for attending COBR meetings should covet' key ethical issues which 
were likely to ̀ arise in a pandemic, including the need to avoid interfering in 
clinical decision 

making. It was and still is.recognfsed that 'preparation for taking 
part in 'COBRCoUld°be improved. Ethics needed to be part of that preparation.. 
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7, l Was,fi:rst appointed to the Cabinet in November: 2017 as Secretary of State for 

11. More generally of relevance to.-the Covid-19 respo.nse, 
my previous roles in 

Documents 
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18„ After 
leaving" the CO from mid-September 2021 onwards;'; I made some 
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be flexible enough to meet needs outside of the death management space. 

• Separately, ;I also noted that whilst 
Liaison officers had 

been 

placed into several 

LAs to assist those facing high pressures on, response, those with low capacity, 

• and/orthose•aealing with concurrent challenges (e.g., recovering from flooding) 

which was a positive, I advised the committee that LA's were under strain from 

a shortage in PPE, and that further action was needed in this' respect (which 

was within the remit of QHSC). 

• 51.. In or around. August 2020, MHCLG prepared guidance for LAs on public heath 

funerals "Public Heath Funerals — Good practice guidance (England and 

Wales)" [PM/56 IN0000205549:], on behalf of the DMP. I requested that this 

contain more flexibility on the nature of funeral services permitted, 
for example.; 

• I requested that if the 
deceased 

had been a veteran, thatthere could be a salute. 

This is illustrated 
.in 

my 1NhatsApp message in the Team Penny group of. 1$ 

• August 2020. [PM/1-IINQ00000000 exhibited above]. 

• 52. The. CCS did well during this time and each department acted and delivered In 
• 

their respective areas. 

on 12 July 2020 [PM/55 INQ000088609 exhibited above] and 
paragraph 50 

above], by October 2020 DHSC had procured 
a 

large stockpile of PPE in case 

there were supply problems over the winter. At this time, guidance was also 

intended to be distributed to local planners to 
assist 

with:how the additional PPE 

• should and could be distributed to the funeral sector when demand was high 

(for exampled what structures LRFs should have in place, 
and the obligations of 

LAs and what they could and should do to support distributions) [PM/57 

INQ000205552]. 

55. .In October 2020, we began holding Death Management-MSGMs With Ministers, 

and. representatives from DHSC,. MHCLG, MOJ, DAs, HO, CCS and DWP. As 
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Part 1 (information-requiring powers) provisions had been used by LAs to assist 

in data collection. Its purpose was to enable LAs and the government to develop 

a fuller understan fing of where pressures were occurring in the system and 

allowed for targeted intervention to support existing processes. Part 2 provided 
• 

for local and national authorities to be given additional powers to augment death 

management processes through direction of the death management system; 

however, they were only available if a strict criterion was met. Amongst other 

• requirements, they could only be utilised if a national authority was of the view 

that the number of deaths was likely to exceed local.capacity because of Covid- 

19. I consider that the fact these had not been used at.thistime as evidence that: 

there was sufficient local capacity, which Is what 'I had sought to address and 

achieve in my role overseeing the DMP. 

65. On 18 January 2021, I sent a letter to GDL to provide an update, on the work 

being carried out by the DMP and to assure him that the. country's death.

management system was operating effectively and prepared to respond to the 

challenges ahead -[P.M172, 1NQ000205563],I highlighted: 

a. That :the DMP had taken crucial steps to provide additional refrigerated 

storage capacity to help responders manage local, regional and even. 

national demands in the form of some 200 refrigerated temporary 

g , Portakabin and Elliott and deployed at mortuary units contracted through 

106 sites across the UK, providing capacity to hold 22,350 bodies, along 

with strategic reserve proulding a: further_ 1,370 spaces. Taken together,: 

this offered more than double the 'normal' body storage available through 

the NHS and public mortuaries around the country. 

b. The specially built units had been situated primarily on NHS Trust sites. 

across the country to ensure they could be easily integrated into existing 

working arrangements, The reserve was to be deployed as necessary to 

respond to emerging pressures if it was judged at any time that existing 

capacity may be insufficient. 

c. The funeral sector remained under pressure, particularly from: staff 

absences, but continued to report no major issues at a national:: or regional 

level.. On staff absences, self isolation was . particularly impacting 

workforces. The DMP were continuing to engage proactively with the 
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71: In mid-February 2021, there was due to be a debate. in Parliament and a vote 
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contracts in place at the time were due to expire in May 2021, and 
we 

proposed 

to retain around 40% of the then existing provision [PM/80 - IN0000205578]. 

74. In June 2021, the Treasury rejected the business case for procured temporary 

body storage facilities on the basis that there wasn't a demand for additional 

body storage capacity (in June 2021, there was 425 deaths caused by Covid-

19). The Treasury was content, however, to revisit the need later in the summer 

or at a time or if an increase of infection leading to hospitalisations or if there 

was a clear trajectory of excess deaths that. warranted additional storage 

capability [PM/81 - INQ0002056061. 

75. On 17 June 2021, a constituent of mine pointed out to me that there was 

conflicting guidance on attendance on wakes available.,on .the government 
website-. -I: requested that this was investigated and clarified [PM/82 

INQ000205610]. 

76 At the end of June 2021, I was .briefed on DHSC's intention to suspend the Part 
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Weddings 

79. In early 2021,_ I became temporarily responsible for assisting on weddings 

policy, to give as much certainty to the sector as possible, to develop future 

policies and enable couples to plan their day with confidence. Prior to this date, 

my 

involvement with issues around weddings had been limited to 

communicating advice to MPs via the Daily Calls or via formal Parliamentary 

Questions. In some cases,, I had been reluctant to do so because it involved 

signing off answers on policy areas which I had not been involved in [PMf86 

INQ000205547 and PM187 INQ000205570] which says: "PMG confirmed her 

mare concern with the previous wedding letters was that the responses did not 

provide adequate detail or relevance to the issues raised"]. 

80. On or around 9 February 2021, GO and MHCLG correspondence teams 

emalled ole to suggest that I take :on "anything related to Covid-guidance that 

doesn't already have a home. Current 
Qs 

on weddings go to the below depts, 

so it would 
just 

be outstanding issues' - MHCLG own faith -related Qs,-MOJ own 

wedding law, BES own business Qs, DCMS own operationalwedding venue 

Qs" [PM188 - INQ0002055691. On 26 March 2021 I agreed to do the role related 

to helping on. weddings. I pushed back on doing everything else that did not 
have a home in relation to answering Parliamentary Questions. It was not 

appropriate I answer Parliamentary Questions. if I had no knowledge of whether 

the draft ahswer. I had been given was correct or not. 

81, On 16 April 2021x, I was asked W. assist the then -Minister for Small Business 

(Hon Paul Scully MP) on the wedding sector. "PMG is going to be taking up a 

co-ordinating 

role on 

Covid/weddings 

policy, 

This is going 

to. 

include 

some 

stakeholder/parliamentary 

engagement, 

and 

she's keen. :  

to kick 

.off 

with 

engaging 

with 

weddings 

stakeholders, 

particularly 

Weddings 

Taskforce LPM/89 

_INQ000205575] 

82. I established a Weddings Task Force bringing all parts of the wedding sector 

together with Government. A large part of the role 1 played was.. in meeting with 

MPs 

who 

were 

particularly 

concerned 

about 

the 

plight 

of both 

.couples 

and the 

wedding 

sector 

(see, 

for 

example, 

[PM/90 - 

INQ000205579]). I 

arranged 

a 

roundtable 

meeting. 

on 

21 April 

2021 to 

meet 

with 

MPs 

and 

:members 

of 

the 

Weddings- 

Taskforce, 

to 

discuss 

their 

concerns 

[PM/91, - 

1NQ000205577], 
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issue I asked that they provide a picture of how they and LRFs might cope with 

what was about to happen. An action was noted that the CO, working with the 

MHCLG would wo.rkto assess preparedness of local plans to manage excess 

deaths [PM/1,31 u 1NQ000056201]. On 4 March 2020, my Private Secretary 

updated 
me`ori the lackof progress against this task [PM/132 -1NQ0002055151.. 

During the COBR meeting on 4 March 2020, the MHCLG gave an update on 
readiness -amongst LRFs and LAs in England, During this meeting, concerns 

were.raised`that sufficient resources were not in place to support LRFs and that 

they were not 
receiving 

sufficiently detailed information from central 
government. There was 

a call for extra, resources 
from the centre 

to.liaise:with 

LRFs, Civit Servants, and military planners, to ensure granularity of information 
for readiness plans. I.wanted LRFs and LA's preparations tb be audited, so that 
any 

gaps or additional help we needed to stand up, Sir Simon Stevens 
supported this suggestion [PM/'133 - INQ000056218]. An action was noted that 

the CO would work with ;MHCLG and the MoD to plan what resources and 

capabilities were required to support LRFs [PM/134 - INQ000056157]. 

96.. Before the first COBR meeting the' PM. attended, I contacted him directly to raise 

the issue of protecting the most vulnerable, especially the elderly and those 
in 

care homes. I asked him to ensuro that he grilled the teams at the meeting about 
the need to.shield the most vulnerable and I was concerned we were not doing 
enough to protect them. He agreed via WhatsApp to raise this (although 1 do 
not have a record of this for the reasons Highlighted in the 'Documents' section 

above). I was not allowed to attend the meeting myself as.CDL had taken the 

lead for the CO. However, my junior official in my PO team .was able: to -listen 
in 

via the 'backroonis' and I asked. him to let me know if the PM raised this 
at 

the 
meeting. In due , course, 

my junior official confirmed that the PM had indeed 
raised the issue and I understood that he recorded this in his notebook. 

97. 1 
also attended 

three GPS•MIG 
in my 

role 

as PMG, on 14 April 2020, 1' March 

2020 and 26 March 2020, Following the establishment of the Coy id-19 Task 
Force on or around 5 June 2020, I attended Covid-0 meetings. These were 
between December 2020 end September 2021. . I ohaired a total of twenty-two 

Covid-O 

meetings 

in: 

'CDL's 

absence., 

The dates of the Covid-O 

meetings that I 

chaired 

(and the 

corresponding Miriutes/Secretariat 

Notes) are 

set out in the 

.table below: 
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Date ` ' . 
q a:S 

d rc+e ~?. 5 'x[ 
Minutes/Secretariat Note

•, '4»l'Ry~` 4 xx:' 

[PM/135 -1NQ000091108] 02/12/2020 

11/12/2020. 1 . [PM/136 - 1NQ0000911261

15/12/2020 [PM1137 - INQ0000911381 - —. 

14/01/2021 [PM/138 - IN00000918271 

21(01/2021 [PM/139 - INQ000091818] 

28/01/2021 [PM/140 - INQ000092313] 

08/0212021 [PM/1.41 - INQ000092088] 

15/02/2021 [Ply /142.1NQ000092359] 

17/02/2021 [PM/143 .-- INQ000091859] 

18/02/2021 [PM/144 - IN6000091748] 

04/03/2021 tjPM/1 -,lNQ0000,Q2377] 

11(03/2021 (PM/146 - INQ000091808] 

18(03/2021 [PM/147 - IN0000091992] 

22/03/2021 [PM/148 = INQ0000918471; 

19/04/2021 [PM/149 - INQ000092098] . 

28/04/2021 [PM  /15.0 -INQ009091924] 
O0...... 

11 /05/2021 [PM/151 - fNQ000091930] 

18/06/2021 [PM11152 -INQ000092085] ' 

22/07/2021 [PM/953 - IN0000092096]` 

06/09/2021 [PM/9 54 -1NQ0000921151 

09/09/2021 [PM155 - IN00000921711 

04/11/2021. [PM/156 - INQ000092233] 

[PM/157 - .INQ000092229] 09111/2021 

'10/12/2021 0/158 -1N0000092231] 

14/12/2021 [PM  /159 - IN00000922343 
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22/12/2021 [PM/160 - IN0000104607] 

05/01/2022 [PM/161 - IN0000091579] 

1 370 1 /2022 [PM/162 - INQ000104605] 

20/01/2022 [PM/163 - IN0000104606] 

24/01/2022 [PM/164 - INQ000091582] 

26/01/2022 - [PM/165 - INQ000091575] 

27/01/202.2 [PM/166 - IN0000104602j 

27/01/2022 [PM1167 - IN00000915611 

31./01/2022 [PM/168 - INQ0000915771 

08/02/2022 [PM/169 - INQ000091.581. 



people in No. 'Iu. in15 uecan'le rltUie prUrIUuriUeU its ii i uuctIII , niuvcu uu i. I 

consider a small example of this to be the Government's approach to weddings 

where the views of those:: in No. 10 were somewhat disconnected to reality, as 

set out above. Governance structures evolved over the course of the pandemic 

and I became increasingly frustrated at the Covid Taskforce. As someone who 

chaired Covid-Os on a regular basis and had a good overview of several 

aspects of the pandemic response, I could only raise concerns in 1-1 messages 

to Ministers, not collectively with my colleagues. I could not have input on to the 

agenda. This was a huge .disadvantage to Government decision making and 

situational. awareness. I did raise my concerns with the Covid task force 

secretariat, 

Daily Communication Meetings 

101. On 20 March 2020, I raised the;: need to have a communication channel so that 

MPs could raise any concerns.; I set up a<commuhication process to keep 

Parliamentarians informed about news and issues to help their constituents. I 

:also, :used:, this system to raise their concerns with the CO, for example where 

there were shortages of PPE and other issues in practice, or gaps in, policy. This 

consisted of a daily call., seven days a week, for many months, to which all MPs 

were invited. After these calls, all information in response to inquiries raised was 

placed on the parliamentary intranet. 

102. I think the 'Daily Call' with MPs we provided was very helpful. It was a lifeline for 

MPs, many of whom were new from the 2019 intake. It was also very helpful in 

getting real-time information about what was happening across the :country, and 

where there were gaps in information. My PO drafted minutes of these' calls 

each day so that there was a record of what these issues were and there would 

also have been information on the Parliamentary intranet 

103. The WhatsApp :messages contained 
in. 

the Team Penny group illustrate the 

many issues that I dealt with through the DailyCall. 

Special Projects 

3$ 
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104. In my role as PMG, I was someone who could be deployed to oversee and 
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116. We relied on advice from organisations which were not fit for the purpose we 
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asked for this to,. be investigated by 
a 

Director in 

PHE. It was investigated; 

however, the advice I had back was vague. It was clearly not an ideal situation, 

but it 
was deemed acceptable. Part of the rationale was that there was no way 

to 

proactively compel• the LA to change its infection control practices. This 

e>Fample is ̀ illustrated 
in my 

WhatsApp messages to the Health Secretary and 

elsewhere. It will also be evidenced in my MP emails as it was a constituency 

matter. I can provide this with the consent of my constituents. 

.117. In: respect:of lessons to be learnt, in my view there was a need for better 

situational awareness 
and preparedness. More attention was necessary to 

donsider and prepare for highly damaging or catastrophic events which were 

less likely to occur. This is now reflected in the methodology in our new 

resilience strategy. I also considered that Ministers should be better prepared 

and trained. Finally, decision.. making and inforrrmation flow structures in 

Whitehall should. be evaluated to improve performance, an.d external oversight 

and input should be•utilised more. 

Concerns I raised` 

118. 1 did all that I could to raise concerns and fight against decisions that I thought 

were a mistake, including those that fell outside the remit of my role. Some key 

examples 

of this included; 

a. My, WhatsApp .messages' with. Matt Hancock' [PM/5 ' - INQ00000000. 
exhibited above] show that on 22. March 2020.1 was asking about burials. 

and PPE for the Muslim community, which he agreed to action. 

b. On 2 April 2020 in a WhatsApp message to the PM [PM/2 - INQ00000000
exhibited above] I raised concerns about lines on PP.E and ventilators 

being adrift from reality. I suggested that someone be tasked to monitor 

this. 
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r, My Team Penny WhatsApp messages [PM/1 - 1NQ00000000. exhibited 

above] overall illustrate the many issues that I raised and passed on to 
the appropriate department for action or provided a steer on. I do not 

intend to raise all of. those matters within this statement as they are well 

set out in the Team Penny WhatsApps, but they included; ventilators and 

offers of support in this regard, support for the care sector, support to faith 

leaders in respectofthe issue of excess deaths and burials, PPE delivery 

issues, re-opening of schools, face masks for those with physical or 
learning difficulties, access to Covid-19 testing centres, delivery of 

vaccines for those with needle :phobia.. I believe that these messages 

show that I;raised concerns when needed: and in particular had the needs 
of the vulnerable front and centre in my 

mind: 

s. In March 2020, 1 was asked to provide,. support to the Care Minister, the 

Hon Helen Whateley MP, 
at the time, she was a new Minister and had 

been provided with little support to stand things up for social care. From 
March 2020 onwards, I provided her with general support, answering 
queries and providing information requested or anything I thought would. 
be helpful to her and the sector. On or around 7 May 2020, I spoke with 
the Health Secretary and CDL by WhatsApp torequest that extra support 

be provided to social care and that she be provided with help from more 
senior officials, although my messages to the CDL are missing .(see 

paragraph 18 above) [PM'/3 - INQ0000b000 exhibited above]. My 

WhatsApp messages with, the Care Minister [PM/6 - INQ00000000 

exhibited above] .show the Support I was seeking ,to.:prgvide to her both 

as a, Minister but also in respect of concerns around the support being 
provided to the -social care sector including; the pace that support was 
being provided, frontline social care issues and the need for sufficient 

alternative ;accommodation to quarantine and isolate residents returning 

to their care home from hospital. In my view and experience The care 
Minister was not given the resources she needed- in particular high 

calibre civil service support to do the job required of her. 
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